MASTER ROLL 150
VERTICAL REWINDER
WITH TOUCH SCREEN DISPLAY
Sturdy and compact vertical rewinder
designed to produce short lenght rolls.
Vertical rewinder designed to reduce large master rolls
into shorter length rolls. You can rewind few meters of
material in a very fast and simple way

SUITABLE FOR:

Quick load and unload of the rolls without having to set
the locks

Colored films

Easy to use: the roll is simply fitted into the support and it
locks after the first rotation

Protective films with liner

Digital display to set the required length: the film is
automatically rewound and stops when the length is
reached
Equipped with potentiometer: according to the kind of
material and its dimension, it is possible to adjust the
speed to ensure the best performance

NEW

Operator friendly intuitive set up of parameters thanks to
new software design (LCD touch screen display)
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Vinyl films (sign vinyl)

Reflective materials

Paper
Wallpaper
PVC banner
Many more...
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New software design
for better usability

Aluminium profile with
guide for straight crosscut of rolls produced
from the master roll
Touch screen display
to select the rewinding
parameters
Setting of:
- rewinding length
- rewinding speed
- slowdown & stop adjustments
- unit of measurement (metric or imperial)
Encoder to accurately measure
the rewound length of the
material

Automatic lock of the rolls
on the rotating shaft using
Esablock, suitable for
50 mm (2”) and 76 mm
(3”) core
Made from powder coated
sheet steel and anodized
aluminium sections

Maximum master roll dimensions

Height 1500 mm (60 in), Ø 240 mm (9 in)
Roll 76 mm (3”) and 51 mm (2”)

Maximum roll weight

50 kg (110 lb)

Rewinding speed with electronic adjustment

From 0 to 23 m/min

Supply

230 V - 50 Hz - 500 W

Dimensions (L x D x H)

920 x 400 x 1800 mm ( 36 x 16 x 71 in)

Weight

70 kg (154 lb)

Packing dimensions (L x D x H)

1600 x 600 x 1200 mm ( 64 x 23 x 47 in)

Packing weight

110 kg (242 lb)

Distributor
Manufactured in compliance
with CE regulations
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Roll tension adjustment

